
It’s easy to be your own worst enemy
around investing.  Follow your influ-
ential friends by chasing the latest
‘hot’ fund manager until he leaves
you out in the cold. One can always
load up on a ‘sure thing’ only to be-
come nauseous when the fundamen-
tals suddenly deteriorate. Or sell all
of your holdings at the bottom of a
bear market, curl up in foetal posi-
tion and wait until it is safe to ven-
ture out again, but only after prices
have strongly rallied.

The cost of “buying high, selling
low” behaviour is not insignificant.
Morningstar, a data research firm,
estimated the return shortfall trig-
gered by the poor timing of fund in-
vestors’ decisions over the period
2000 to 2009 was 1.5% per year.
John Bogle, of Vanguard Funds,
found from 1980 to 2005, poorly
timed moves in and out of US equity
funds by investors resulted in a for-
gone return of 2.7% per year.2

When humans make decisions at the
nexus of money and markets, they
are prone to various fallacies:

“The illusion of understanding, or
how everyone thinks he knows what
is going on in the world that is more
complicated (or random) than they
realise.

“The retrospective distortion, or how
we can assess matters only after the
fact, as if they were in a rear view
mirror.

“The overvaluation of factual infor-

mation and the handicap of authorita-
tive and learned people, particularly
when they create categories.”3

It turns out the vast majority of in-
vestment decisions are made by the
unconscious brain and strongly influ-
enced by emotions. Behavioural sci-
entists have identified a host of cog-
nitive, emotional and social biases
that impinge upon our ability to
make rational investment decisions.

Here are four of the more powerful
biases:4

Regret aversion - This combines our
much greater sensitivity to losses
over gains with the tendency to
evaluate outcomes too frequently
over too short a time frame. It’s hard
to bear in mind that stocks outper-
form bonds over the long run while
you are watching your portfolio
shrink every week in the midst of a
market correction.

Overconfidence - One doesn't be-
come a successful business owner,
executive or professional by being a
wallflower.  Hence, one cognitive
bias that many people often possess
is overconfidence in their investment
prowess. Overconfidence contributes
to the penchant of placing large bets
on certain asset classes, fund manag-
ers or single securities. The conse-
quences of being wrong rarely re-
ceive critical reflection.

Confirmation bias - We are predis-
posed to seek out and interpret infor-
mation in a manner that confirms our

“Life is a storm, my young friend. You
will bask in the sunlight one moment
and be shattered on rocks the next.
What makes you a man is what you do
when that storm comes.”

The Count of Monte Cristo, Alexandre Dumas

Does human behaviour change across
time?

Have we really progressed since the
Tulip Mania of 17th century Holland
or the South Sea Bubble of 18th cen-
tury Britain? The dotcom mania and
housing bubble of 21st century Amer-
ica would suggest not. It seems if you
put large numbers of people in the
same situation, they’ll behave the same
way when money is at stake: irration-
ally.

Perhaps the most famous set of essays
about investor irrationality is Charles
Mackay’s Extraordinary Popular Delu-
sions and the Madness of Crowds:

“Money … has often been a cause of
the delusions of multitudes. Sober na-
tions have all at once become desperate
gamblers, and risked almost their exis-
tence upon the turn of a piece of paper
… Men, it has been well said, think in
herds; it will be seen that they go mad
in herds, while they only recover their
senses slowly, and one by one.”1

Mackay was writing in 1841, and he
traced a number of manias, including
Tulips and the South Sea Bubble. Mac-
kay concluded from the historical evi-
dence was that we’re inclined to act
irrationally and not infrequently.
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tions and decisions.

Written IPS - Set out clear, written
investment objectives and parameters
including portfolio return objectives,
risk tolerance, a target asset mix and
rebalancing requirements in an Invest-
ment Policy Statement.  A written IPS
increases the likelihood of sticking to
a strategy and limiting irrational be-
haviour.

Prudent investors can stack the odds
in their favour by following these
guidelines. Nevertheless, as long as
humans interact with money and mar-
kets, there will be those who close
their eyes and listen to the Sirens’ call
that this time is different.
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preconceptions. For instance, many
bearish investors follow bearish market
strategists. It’s much easier to be out of
the market, even if it’s rising, when
everything you read and hear confirms
your own gloomy opinion.

Herding - Humans are social creatures
and herding is a natural instinct. The
idea that people will blindly follow
others with little or no clue what they
are doing is an attribute of our ten-
dency to cluster together and to take
our cues from others, rather than doing
the thinking for ourselves. The group
can be almost irresistible during booms
and busts, and lead to barking mad de-
cisions.

What can you do about these biases?
Three hundred years ago, Joseph de la
Vega, writing in Confusion of Confu-
sions, recommended four basic rules to
help limit irrational decisions. They
still are pertinent today:

“The first rule in speculation is: Never
advise anyone to buy or sell shares.
Where guessing correctly is a form of
witchcraft, counsel cannot put on airs.

“The second rule is: Accept both your
profits and regrets. It is best to seize
what comes, and not expect that your
good fortune and the favourable cir-
cumstances will last.

“The third rule is: Profit in the share
market is goblin treasure: at one mo-
ment, it is carbuncles, the next it is
coal; one moment diamonds, and the
next pebbles. Sometimes, they are the
tears that Aurora leaves on the sweet
morning’s grass, at other times, they
are just tears.

“The fourth rule is: He who wishes to
become rich from this game must have
both money and patience.”5

Many wealthy investors have em-
braced de la Vega’s rules and aug-
mented them in order to protect their
portfolios - from themselves.

Here are some key guidelines:6

Own your strategy - The most impor-
tant decision in any investment strat-
egy is the trade-off between potential
return and risk. Although an advisor
can help clarify the trade-off between
return and risk, the choice is ultimately
the investor’s. The time spent discuss-
ing and reflecting on an optimal trade-
off increases the likelihood that the
selected strategy will be embraced in-
stead of discarded at the next market
correction.

Have concentration guidelines - By
imposing limits of the exposure to any
single asset class or security, investors
avoid an overweight position taking
the portfolio down irretrievably. There
is no one safe asset. None.

Think long term - Wealthy families
typically plan over multiple genera-
tions.  It is easier to stay on course
when your planning horizon dictates
that your portfolio will have to endure
numerous bear markets. This means
trying to ignore immediate market
noise and concentrate on the horizon.

Be realistic - Diversification can en-
hance risk-adjusted returns but it is not
a panacea that delivers outstanding
returns in falling markets. Realistic
expectations lead to realistic evalua-
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